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'..iitli the new sense oi' urgency that !'1r. HansfieJ.d 1 s Hesolutions 

~n1 !1r'. Breshnev' s speeches have brought to NATO 1 s long

stac'1.ding propcsal for troop reductions in Cen t:c-aJ. E-urope, 1'1BFH 

has become the most concrete and topical item of East-\1est 

·negotiations in the near future. A certain bas.ic 

has already developed betvJeen the leading member 

of understsnding 

co1.mtries of the 

Harsa>v Pact and NATO on· some of the aspects of troop reduct:i.ons: 

they should not impair the secur5. ty of either side; they can 

il1Clude both stationed and indigenous forces; the area considered 

for reduction is Central Europe. No doubt, many of these points are 

still highly am.biguous and there are others for vJhi.eh there is as 

. :yet no sign of an agreement even on principle no-G to speak of the 

highly complex mili tary--technicHl problems which rlBFH raises. But, 

wha·tever the ambiguities, doubts and open questions, East an.d. 

Hest seem ready to get clown to t:he wine tasting Mr. Breshnev has 

lU'ged in 
prophecy 

his Tbilisi speech D.nd it requires no high gifts of' 

to predict that negotiations 1,rill start in 1972. 

Th:is paper is not about. the· military and tecl".nical problems of 

l"lBFE, it is concerned with the political importance of the issue. 

As it cannot pretend to offer a final anmver, it 1vi.ll raise a 
' 

number of questions and 

~~cl even answer some of 

hopes that the discussion vlill clarify 

them. 

~ r·~· t Are mutual troop. reductions a useful and even necessary 
~ contribution to Eastjwest detente7 
); . 

Both NATO and the Ha.rsaw Pact have claimed. this· to be sc1 1n their 

communiqu~s (although the Budapest Communiqutl of June 1970 
is more cautious: the study of the question of reducing forei.gn 

armed forces on the territory of European states is believed to 

• serve the interests of d~tente and securii:;~' in Europe). But 
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contrary to the customary belief in the late Fifties and early 
Sixties that arms control arrangements in Europe vmuld pave the 

way for political d~tente, t~l3 __ ?~~:V...el..QP.ed in spite 
of the absence of an~greements (there has even been an 
increase in the military forces--a-sp-layed by the Soviet Union in 
the Eastern half of Europe, while American troops in West 

.. 

Germany have been reduced between 1965 and 1970 by some 25 % 
\vithout any arrangement. of mutuality). Real dHente Ho.uld even:A 
l;le impossible in a ~ituation of insecurity, both for the East 
and the Hest. Military forces have far. too long been equated. . / 
with security ~n Europe and it can be argued that vlithout them 
the various initiatives of d6tente would neither have been possible 
nor successful. 

Mutually agreed reductions of forces might, but need not, create 
a greater sense of security. They could also have the opposite 
effec·t of undermining the basis which has enabled governments in 
the past to take what. they would other1·1ise have regarded as poli ical 
risks. As long as· each side is concerned about the military . \ 

. strength of the other, a 1milateral reduction of the force~ . of t~e 
perceived opponent would contribute much more to the sense of 
security and reduce the risks of detente. Mutually agreed re
ductions, however balanced, phased and cautious, are only a· 
second best. To give anexample for the Hestern·situation: a 
significant unilateral reduction of Soviet troops in Eastern 
Europe would contribute to a greater sense of security .and en
courage detente in the West; but a mutual reduction incJ,uding a - . . 

significant number of American troops in Hestern Europe with
drawing ·across the.Atlantic could.have the opposite effect. 

If either side sees the other in a stronger military position 
than itself, detente will not be promoted by mutual reduction 
arrangements unless either these provide for~. sufficiently high 
degree of asymmetry to offset the· other side's reai or assumed 
strengths and gee-strategic advantages, or political ~elations 

·have improved to such an extend that· symmetrical mutuality no 
longer impairs the security situ~tion. 

However, it seems unlikely that these conditions will be met fully 
in forthcoming negotiations on troop reductions. The pressure seems 
to be mounting, not least in the United States,to achieve rapid 

. . 
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results, at the expense of serious arms control negotiations. 
They will bring mutual reductions of some sort, but to 1r1hat 
extent this will contribute to detente, is by no means certain. 

2. Can l'!Bl"R serve ~s a go!_itical instrument_:ip East-West relations? 

If arms control.ar:rangements do not determine political detente 
they can still provide an instrument for political aims. In late 
1967, the.Centre d'Etude de Politique Etrangere proposed three 
models of East-West :relations in Europe: dl\tente, entente, co
operation. Arms control·arrangements held.an important place in 
the entente model not for their own sake but because of their 
political value; the aim pursued through them was to provide a 
greater role for the European states and to reduce the influence 
of the two superpowers. If that should still be the European aim 
today, it remains doubtful whether arms control would be a useful 

·instrument to achieve it, for two reasons. First, military 
matters remain highly sensitive in Europe, and any attempts to 
"politicize" arms control arrangements would tend to be counter
productive. Secondly, an agreement on the reduction oi: forces, 
even if it would include all sorts of provisions to diminish the 
role of the superpo\vers and increase that of the European states, 
does not explain how the political situation that would allow 
this developme:r;tt will come about. If nations do not want structural 
changes in the existing security system they will not allow arms 
control arrang~ments to impose these changes, least of all a super
polver. 

For these reasons the political significance of MBFR in the East
West context isdeclamatory of, rather than instrumental to, 
political change. Arms control in Europe will tend to follow the 
political evolution, not precede it. Such a political linkage may 
not be inevitable in all arms control matters, and.indeed the 
SALT talks have demonstrated that both superpowers can well talk 
about strategic weapons without letting their political antagonisms 
get in the \vay. But this has been facilitated by two factors: 
superpower status and parity. Linkage of military and political 
relations ·is the safeguard of the weak;·the superpower whose basic 
se~urity is :not. in doubt, can do without i.t, and, what is more, 
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cannot afford it· since their global concerns and connitments 
and the high probability that their interests ~Till be 
irreconcilable in at least some of these areas would mean that 
linkage could easily paralyse negotiations between them al
together. Secondly, SALT is intended not to find parity but to 
codify the existing strategic relationship between the United 

States and the Soviet Union. There is no such thing as "parity"l 
in Eu.rope, not even in the vague sense used in the strategic 
context, only a politico-military balance. MBFR vrill be success 1 

if it achieves some ~lements of parity in conventional and tactical 
nuclear forces and \·Teapons, but in doing this the political 
process of East-West relations will have to be taken into account. 
The linkage between military and political matters, subordinating 

_progress in the former to the process of the latter reflects this 
-interrelationship. 

To say that MBFR negotiations and an eventual agreement will not ~

serve as instruments for political change does not mean that they 
will be without political significance in East-West relations. If 
the linkage is maintained, they will provide a barometer of the 
state of political trustbuilding in Europe in an infinitely more 
concrete way than atmospheric improvements. By complementing the 

··political process and manifesting its progress they will increase 
the difficulties and risks involved in a return to a Climate of 
confrontation and military pressure in Europe - a modest 
contribution to detente but not a negligible one. 

3. What type of arrangement would best serve this purpose? 

The MBFR proposal is about the reduction of forces and weapon _ 
systems in Central Europe. But reductions are a major step, 
particularly if coupled with an undertaking not to retm'n, and 
require a prior radical change in the political relationship. 
They seem·- assuming qoth sides are seriously interested. in arms 
control and not just reductions- to be the last step in the 
process, the final triumph of trust over suspicion, not the first 
step, certainly not at atime when military security is still 
inseparable from political security in Europe. If arms control 
is to follo1.,r political· dlitente, other elements than reductions 
should be negotiated first. A quick agreement on troop reductions 
would be premature in a political clj~ate which is not yet 
prepared to see them only as a contribution to peace. By 

' ' 
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creating a precedent it would also harm the negotiation of a 
\ 

comprehensive arms. control agreement. If MBFR has concentrated 
on reductions this is because one of NATO's motives in proposing 
it was to avoid unilateral Americ.an reductions. But it does not 
necessarily mean that the political situation is ripe for them, 
neither in the East nor in the vlest. 

\1hat could be first. steps for an East-Hest arms control agreement 
in line with the political development? There seem to be ·three 

~ . . 

major stages. First a restriction of the sources of conflict 
emanating from the present number of troops and weapons in 
Central Europe: an agreement not to increase the number of forces 
or particular types of vmaponry above the present levels and 
restrictions on manoeuvers conducted in the close vicinity of 
countries that are either members of the other alliance or non
aligned. Secondly,.the prolongation of warning-time: mutual 
notification of forthcoming manoeuvers and major troops movements; 
the exchange of manoeuver observers; a hot-line for rapid 
communication between NATO and \-larsaw Pact supreme commanders. 
Thirdly, the reduction of forces and weapons: this would start 
with a period of definition what should be the basis for balancing 
the capabilities and reductions of both sides, the relationship 
between stationed and indigenous forces, the importance of veri
fication and inspection, only then would the first phase of 
reductions be implemented. 

Linking arms control to.the political process has, no doubt, 
a serious disadvantage: there would not be very rapid and very 
significant reductions in the near future. Its great advantage 
is. that it helps . to- mailitain; in a period of multilateral detente, 
a.feeling of security. Because it sees MBFR in the political 
context it.is also more flexible: the term cif balance and the 
importance of verification will vary according to the degree of 
political trust.achieved. Similarly, comprehensive arms control 
arrangements in Central Europe ca.'1 serve as a model for .other 
regions in Europe much better than a percentage reduction which, 
after all, has been suggested for the Central European situation 
and would scarcely apply to Northern or Southern Europe. The 
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greater flexibility 1~ould also apply to the types of weapons 
a_11d forces chosen for the first phases; it may vlell be, for 
instance, tl1at for reasons of political confidence and security 
a reduction of tactical nuclear v;eapons might be preferable to 
a reductj.on in conventional forces. 

4. \fuat vmuld be the effect of I1BFR arrangements on the 
military groupings in Europe? 
---------------------

Mutual reductions vlill create a nev; network of interdependencies 
across Europe, and across. the two military groupings, contr·ary 
to unilateral reductions • .An agreement that covers only part of 
the territory of an alliance could create bvo different categories 
of alliance members: those inside and those outside the reduction 
area and this might split military integration and undermine 
alliance cohesion. Michel Debre has even warned in a recent 
article that t1BFR would lead to the neutralisation of parts of 
E'urope and thereby disappoint all hopes for a politically more 
united Europe. 

Some of these fears may be exaggerated. Indeed, MBFR also 
contains more unifying factors, such as the need within the 
alliru1ces to find a common position in the negotiations, and 
the requirement of "balance" which implies that those outside the 
reduction area are no less part of the balance than those inside. 
Yet the French are not alone in their worries about the politically 
devisive effect of mutual troop reductions. It is clear that they 
will challenge the political cohesion within each alliance system, 
and particularly in the West "v;ith its greater diversity of 
formulated defence interests. This may \vell lead, at least at 
first, to a greater emphasis on alliance discipline and could 
also encourage serious steps towards a closer West European inte
gration in defence 11hich might in turn. lead to tighter diseipline 
in the Warsmv Pact. At any rate, the effect of MBFR on the 
cohesion of the military groupings vlill have· to be considered, 
and this would tend to give priority to arrangements which stress 
unity rather than diversity: all members of the two military 
treaty systems to take part in the negotiation; the area of re
duction. to be chosen as large as possible to include the territory 
of all major countries. in Europe; all member countries, ru1d not only 
those 1·lhose forces are actually reduced, to have a role in the 
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supervision of the 
on this priority -

agreement. But 1-rhether 
which vrould mean, for 

l::.s ~.:l.GCC, that France would have to give up her opposition to 
v;l-;;::> or that the Soviet Union 1-rould have to accept that part ........... ~ .... , 
of its wrritory should be included in reduction or in verification, 
,,tc. _ remains uncertain at this stage • 

5. .!:!>i2.'l!.s:a:.;t~i;.,S~..:t~h:=:e:::.·_b=e-"'s.::t_~f:..::o:.:r:,.;u:z:m::......;f:o..o:::.r=-::.;l"':::B:::F=R ne go ti a ti o ns ? 

·There are three procedural possibilities for negotiations: 
within tl).e framewo~k of a Conference on European Security; 
bet11een the. tvro pacts; and betvreen the countries directly involved, 
Le. only the United States and the Soviet Union when the reduction 
of their troops are being discussed. 

.'.rhe Conference on European Security and Cooperation cannot leave 
the arms control problem aside. But this does not mean that it 
Hill have to be the primary forum i'or l'1BFR negotiations. The forces 
a.'ld arms of the tvm military pacts are in question, not those of 

8:-(;den,SI·Jitzerland, Yugoslavia or even Andorra and the Vatican. 
The main emphasis will, therefore, have to be on pact-to-pact 
negotiations. The argument that all.other European states will 
be affected by an l"'BFR agreement and should therefore tal{e part in 
the negotitatiations. is intriguing but not compelling. After all, 
the neutral and non-aligned states of Europe have also been 
affected by the security effort.s of' both pacts without partici
pating in them. These countries will have a secondary role in 
the process of European arms control in helping to supervise 
agreements, liaising between. the tvm military .?rganis at ions,. etc. 
But the primary responsibility rests on the pacts and their members • 

Of course, the argument against the participation of neutral and 
non-aligned states might also be used to justify limiting 
participation to those alliance'members whose forces or territory 
are immediately affected, e.g. the Soviet Union and the United 
States negotiate bilaterally the reduction of their troops in 
Europe, or only the countries included in the area of reduction 
and verification negotiate among themselves. But this would not 
only put considerable strain on the cohesion of each alliance j 
it would. also be extremely difficult to reconcile with the 
basic·assumption of military integration that all member countries 
are interdependent in their military efforts, their military 
planning and their military 
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orga...>J.isation,. and that national forces cannot be looked at in 
isolati;m. A reduction of American troops in \.Jest Germany \·Jill 
affect the whole defence struct-ure in Europe, not only in Central 
:Europe, just as a reduction of Soviet troops would in the East. 
J'lilitary integration does not only apply to efforts of armament 
but to efforts of arms control as \vell. Therefore, at least 
those members of the two pacts should take. part vJhich are inte
grated in the military organisations of NATO and \-J'arsavJ Pact. 

This will make., no cJ.oubt, for rather cum.bersome negotiations. 
\lhy should Turkey be concerned about· troop reductions in NorvTay 

. ' 

or Bulgaria about restrictions of movement in East Germany? Indeed, 
arms control requirements differ from one region to the other, 
ru1d the actual implementation of the MBFR principles will vary 
considerably in scope, types of weaponry, methods of verification, 
etc. between Central Europe, the Northern Flank or the Balkans. 
But the princip~es themselves should be applicable for all regions, 
and only after the negotiations have reached an understanding 
on these principles can separate regional negotiations be considered. 

6.· \-Jhat safeguards are needed to assure that the agreements. will 
be kept? 

Verification is not just a technical question, it is a highly 
political one. Too much emphasis on verification could either 
block an agreement altogether or give rise to fears of inter
ference, suspicions, and distrust between East and \.Jest. Too 
complacent a viewon verification, on the other hand, mightnot 
only positively invite-infringements of the agreement but also 
miss the opportunity to increase trust between East and West by 

•. 
even modest control arrangements. 

With modern technical developments the supervision of troop 
· reductions, movements and reinforcements seem possible by 
"national means", i.e~ without inspections on the spot. The 
need for mutually agreed verification is, therefore,- less felt 
today than only a few years ago. The argument for verification 
has .thus become more political than technical: to vJhat extent 
can verification on the spot and can the exchange of observers 
and of information help to build up a relationship of trust in 
the sincerety of the other side? This cannot be answered once and 

' ! 
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for all as it depends on the overall political development. The 
need wi:.l be felt in the first stage8 of MBFR much more than 
after a successful period of troop reductions, and it will require 
very delicate political judgement to determine ho-v; far verification 
must go in order to serve this political purpose, and huw far 
it can go ivithout becoming counter-productive. 

Verification is only one means of safeguarding an MBFR agreement. 
The other, complementary one, would be to introduce sanctions 
against an offender •. They could consist either of the threat· of 
reciprocal action, of not moving to the next phase of negotiations 
or of excluding the offender from participation in. the negotiations 
altogether. Of course, these sanctions ivill only work if there is 
in both military pacts an overriding desire for continual progress 
in arms control agreements; they will backfire if this is not the 
case and can then be used to sabotage the \"Thole exercise. But 
troop reductions and restrictions on military activities will 
only be achieved anyway if the inte:l:'ests of East and West, at 
least that of the two superpowers, .coincide; without the consent 
of the major countries serious arms control measQ~es for Europe 
will not see the day. 
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Industrial co'oneration between countries VJith differing 

socio-economic systems is not a new develonment. In various 

-forms it has been encountered throughout the :nost-war neriod, 

but it is oniy in recent years that it has become a talking 

noint absorbing the attention of economists, 1nanagerB and noli~

ticians in East and West alil,e. 

·Aillong the factors contributing to the increasing imnortan-

ce of nroductive cooneration in the conte.nnorary economy, 

nride of place is due to the growing nrocess of industrial. 

· snecialization in the develoned countries which, at the Dresent 
~- I 

stage of the scientific ai1d techno'logical revolution, is 

continually. steuning un requirements with regerd to the scale 

of product ion, i. ts break;_ even levels and degrees of concenGr-a-

_ tion. 

'l'he factor of economies of scale 'Nhich exerts a nart icu

larly strong influence on the rate of return in canital-

. intensive and research-intensive industries is making it 

necessary to organize nroduction on a basis of narrower 

Droduct-ranges a,nd longer series in a given enternrise 

· cour>led to a widening and diversification of its link

ages with other nlants. 
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On the interr•al .aar<:et tnis requirc;•:tent i.s beiL;_; 111et by 

vertical and horizontal inteGration Hithin or between 

narticulC<r industries carried out either by lileans of expan

sion ol:' the sub-· contractinG systeu or the setting-un of ne'·l 

and lJi;;hly centralized ulomui'ac turing organizations of the 

multi-plant t;ype. 

J'rodub:t;ive coo"eratioE on an international scale JJmst, 

therefore, be exa:ained in relation to the interr;w.l chfl.nces 

taking nlace in the economies of the industrialized 

countries, since its growth is a reflection of the obJecti·

ve processes whereby the ore;aniz.CJ.tion of production and 

colliiDerce is being adjusted to the develon:nen t of nroduc ci ve 

..:·orces in the conte11uorary world. 

Recognitien of the objective natu1·e of the new forms· 

of international econou1ic ties is an ilirnortant factor in 

assessing. their durability and an essential premise for any 

conclusions about their future. It is, however, only a 

general, if vital, point to bear in mind. The actual content, 

form and extent of industrial cooperation depend on the 

specific motives of the partners involved in this process. 

Despite their comraon interests, these motives tend to vary, 

and thCif nc;!;ure 61-etcr.:~ines •Nbat sort of collaboration is 

finally chosen. Differences in Jllotivation l)lay an eST)ecially 

-pro.:uinent rqJ.e in patterning the :aodel of nroductive 

cooperation between East and West. 

1'he factoz• which is now of decisive significance in selectinG· 

the uirections of productive. cdol)eration is the current st~te 
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·of economic exchange between East and West, It. is in this 

context that we wish to indicate a m,unber of nroblems whose 

discussion might make it easier to arrive. at answers to two 

questions ; .where can we find elements of joint interest in 

the expansion and amnlificalion of cooperation and what 

barriers stand in its way ? 

§ru;;~.i..f.il;J..llilJ;.!Jl'~_s_p f _t,D._e_ :pJ'.e.B&n.t_Jli;.ll~- .9 ... C_ft.£)..Y.!lJ.9Dl!l.itil...t 
' 

of East-VIest trade ----, ----·- --:----
In the last few years there has been a marked upswing in 

trade be two on the countries of Eastern and 'ilestern Europe. 

Both the growth-rate figures for exports and imports and the 

information to hand re!;arding the nUlllber and the scope of . the · 

agreeillents on future. turnover concluded by T.>articular countries 

are evidence that the cold-war deadlock in CO!lliD.ercial reLations 

has been broken and the outloo1~ for further nrogress is hopeful. 

l'lot w'ishing to elaborate unduly on this familiar pronosi

tion, I shall only cite two fairly revealing facts in support. 

l!,irst, the growth-rate of total imnorts in Eastern <O!"Afr • ..., 

Western Eurone has been climbing in recent years and in the 

1963-68 period reached the relatively high level of l3.L per 

cent /co•il"\Jared to 10.4 uer cent for 1960-68/. 

Second, the coefficient of elasticity of manufactured 
' 

imnorts from Western ~uroue comnuted in relation to the 

industrial output· of the East Euro'!lean countries has grown 

froiJ. 1.76 /~960-68/ to 2.56 /1963-68/ and, more to the point, 
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was much higher than the coof'ficiont of elasticity of their 

total industrial im~orts /1.02 ru1d 1.04 resnectively.lx 

Both those facts point to East-West trade being far from 

stagnant, with the markets of the socialist countries s:howing 

a clearly growinG capacity to absorb imports from Nestern 
-

Europe. The quantitative indicators of growth do not,however, 

give a full ~icture of the situtation in this sector. In the 

first 'Place they tell us nothing about how the actual level 

of development compares with the potential on'T)ortunities, 

secondly, they fail, naturally enough, to 'T)ro"Yide the guali ta·

tive narticulars about the course of the ~recesses in quest:i.on,. 

, The latter point is of snecial interest in the context of 

the subject discussed .here since it concerns the levers and 

mechanis:n.s -nropelling the interflow of commodit5.es and 

services between different count;ries and econonic regionse 

A qualitiative 'Picture of the -progress of econoJ~ic exchange 

can only be obtained from an analysis of its structural 

changes as reg!:i~ds both the '!)at tern of interueuendence between 

narticular markets and the·, shifts in the . i.cl1'ortance of 

different com;aodity grouns in international turnover. 

The conclusions which emerge from such an analysis are 

less optimistic and indicate serious weaknesses in the 

economic ties be~veen East and West. These are evident in 

---·-------------------·--------
x/ See Jerzy Sol:.daczuk, "Iiandel Nsch6d-Zach6d a rozv;6j 

. 
GOsnodarczy w Euro'(lie Wschodn).ej i Zachodniej",_.fu.ra~-

id,is.:,dz:ynpl'Q.Il..Q~, Sep ternber 1971. 
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three main foni1s : 

one: 1)ronou11ced fluctuations in trade fro:n year to year ; 

two: lack· of symriletry between the internal and the external 

turnover of narticular economic crou!Jings and sub·-

re3ions;. 
' three : the inude<luacy of the structure of trade j_n 

relation to the structure of the production 

canacities of the East and ilest Euronean countrieso 

, A.s has been observed, the l)ast deca.de has been .aarked by 

a relatively high rate of ;:;rowth of :Lunor!;s in Zastern and. 

!le stern Ellrope. Closer scrutiny of the sbort-te:cra chanGs s 
' . 

reveals, howev or, that the increases have been subject to 

exceptionally large annual swinGS· 

Percentage Chan[';eS in the Overall :2-'xports and Lmorts 

of the <lest Euro!Jean Countries to· and from- Eastern· 

Europe· 

_ _,_ ___ _... .... - ~ --~--- -·---.. ------~--------~--------------· 

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 . 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 /1st 

half/ 
Imports 6 8 14 18 13 13 4 6 11 14 

Lxnorts 9 10 - 8 20 13 l!jJ 7 11 . 20 

-------~- __ ... _ ------:~~-~- --- --,.·--
Source : Econo,nic Bulletin for h'urope. Vol.22, No,l,lS:71 

In the 'Period in guestion the annual increases in imnorts 

oscillated be~veen 4 and 13 per cent, and in esnorts between 

0 and 20 -per cent. A report nroduced by the .Secretary of the· 
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Econo:aic Commission for Euro'!)e has found that. the fluctuations 

in East-West turnover are more than twice as great ns in trade 

within these sub-regionsx/ This is evidence of a high degree 

of instability in the relations between them and of the 

inordinat'l influence of factors which have no thing to do with 

the actual course of econo!llic nrocesses •• 

Another we~~ness in East-West trade is brought to light 

by analysis of the interdependencies of particular sub-regi

onal' markets and the structure of the commodi t;y flows between 

them. 

The first point that needs to be made is that the share 

of Western Europe in the overall turnover of the East European 

countries is incom:oarably higher than the reverse nronoration, 

I 

Although this imbalance can be partly accounted for by the 

differences in the-productive capacities of these two sub-· 

·regions, it 'ls too glaring to be e:x.lJlained away· altogethc1r by 

this factor. What is particularly disturbing is that recent 

years /for which statistics are available/ have, if anything, 

brought changes which aggravate rather than remedy the existing 

disproportions. Thus in 1968 the share of East European imnorts 

and exports amounted to 4.3 and 4.6 ner cent of the total 

turnover of the West European countries, whereas their share 

in the imnorts and exports of the East European countries was 

20.7 and 23.8 '!)er cent. In 1969 the.share of Eastern Europe in 

- -·-----~--- ------ -----------·- _,_ ______ -
x/ !£1P.lc:I. t_is;_a}_ltii:!'.ort _SJ!l._ tp_e _ §.!;_a_t_e. _of _}].1_tF_a =.1?YF9 ;n_e _?P._~~E? .9-..E:J..~.. 

doe E/ECE 761, 14.ol.l970 
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West Euro~een trade shrank to 4.1 end 4.4 per cent respectively 

while that of Western Europe grew to 21.7 

Euronean i~orts end 24.Lt ner cent of its 

per cent of East 

. t. x/ llituor s. 

Further deficiencies in the nresent state of East-West 

t:I;'ade emerge clearly from a closer rcrutiny of the changes in 

its structure. These. B.:re illustrBted in Table 2 • 

. -.----.--·---- ----------.. -- ------------ - ------ ·- ···-- - -----·-- --·--- -·----------------~-

'l'he Structure of West Eur.opeen Imports 

end Exports froc'l end to Eastern Europe 

Commodity Group Imnorts from E.Europe Exports to E .Europe 

1957-59 1966-68. 1957-59 1966-68 

Food, beverages; 

tobacco 22,6 . 22.1 15.1 10.0 

Crude Materials 23.1 21.2 15,4 8.8 

Fuels 23·3 . 20.5 . 0.1 0-~3 

Base 1\ietals 8.6 9.9 21.0 11.3 

Engineering goods 9·9 10.4 29.9 42.3 

Other illBI!Ufactures 9.7 10.6 1;>.6 24.8 

Unclassified 2.8 5-3 2.9 2.5 

.·Total· LOO,O 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Source : Econou1ic Bulletin for Euroue,Vol.22,Nol, 1971 ---------- ·- .. -· - -.-- -· ---~ 
---·-·-...;.. - .... _ -- --- -· ---- .... -- . ---- -----·-··· ----------------.---------

The structural nattern of trade revealed by these 

figures is very distinct. The most noteworthy feature is 

x/ Economic Bulletin for Eurone, Vol.2l,No.l,l970, 

Vol.22.No;l, 1971. 

/ 
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that the share of manufactures, including plant and machine:c:~J, 

in total turnover is on the rise. IJ?., the case of Lanorts, . ~ ' - - . 

however, this tendency is faint /a. growth from 19,6 to 20 

ner cent in the periods compared/, on the o the·r hand, 0n the 

export side it is very marked indeed /from 45.5 to 67.5 per 

cent/, 

The asymmetry of this pattern is too obvious to make more. 

'detailed comparisons necessary. One should only beware .of a 

certain over-simplified and, unfortunately, far too current 

interoretation. There can be no doubt that the structure of 

Viest European exoorts to Eastern Europe should be regarded, 

in comDarison with their imports, as more in keeping with the" 

modern trends in international trade. It is equally beyond 

question .that the changes on the import side have not made 

any appreciable difference to its traditional structure, 

It would be hard, however, to find justification on obj':lcti-Je 

. gr·,,Jnds for this state of affairs, es-pecially in the light 

of the changes taking pla~e within each of the economic sub

regions and grouuings. The pattern of interdenendence.in this 

field is illustrated by Table 3· 

/ 
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1'able 3 

The Share of illanufa'ctures in Overall Exports /%/-

From: 

/> 

~c 

. EFTA 

Year 

1957 

1967 

1957 

1967 

1957 

EEC 

65.2 

77.1 

59·3 

72.2. 

26.7 

To: 

EFTA Eastern Europe 

70.5 78.6 

79.6 70.4 

59-2 68,0 

'?4.6 84.7 

32.2 53·5 
Eastl"rn 

Europe 1967 .26.7 41.6 . 70.6 

Source : United Nations Monthly Bulletin of Statis
tics 

-· -·-·- -·-------- ··---- -- -.. --·-· --·--------·---
These figures nrompt a number of important observations 

about the nresence of distinct anolilalies in the conformation 

of in,ternational econowic ;relations. 
. c:hould 

In the first place ~c be,noted that in the nast decade 

there has taken place a clear concentration of trade in ulaanu

factures within each sub~regi.on and economic grouping. It is 

also significant that the internal structural changes are very 

much alike. Attention has already been drawn to the relatively 

small shifts in the make-up of East European exports to 

Western Europe. On the other hand, as Table 3 shows, 

· . ~~ .... lc.r. l:. the evolution in the structure of trade between 

the socialist countries has not lagged behind that in Wcste:;:o.c:_ 
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Europe, the share Qj manufactured exports rising in this 

ueriod from 53.5 to 70.6 ner cent, ie •. almost to the level of 

the indicator characterizing the share of industrial ex-oorts 

from EFTA to the EEC /59-3 to 72.2 per cent/. Set against 

such dynamic changes in the ~rnover q£ the East European 

countries among_ themselves I and the;:;• are a reflection of 

a far-reaching re--structuring and modernization of thei.r. 

manufacturing apuaratus/, the ind'i.cator for the share of 

exuorts of industrial goods from this region to the EEC has 

shown absolute atability /26.7 and 26.7 uer. cent/. 

A number of reasons could be found to explain, though 

not justify, this ~attern of magnitudes. Among them are a 

number of barriers, each of which impedes to one extent or 

an~ther the attainment of a re-structuring of trade in line 

with the actual dioision of labour on an international scale. 

·Mention should be made of, on the one hand, the protectionist 

policies of narticular·eountries arid economic grounings in 

the West which have discriminated particularly strongly and 

over many years against the socialist countries and, on the 

other, of the inadequate competitiveness of many of the lines 

of articles offered by the industry of the socialist countries 

and its insufficient capacity for ada"'ting tw the changing 

requirements and standards of western markets. 
' 

Without a doubt another handicap lies in the organiza

tion of foreign trade and the currency and credit difficulties 

arising out of separate monetary systems. Last but not least, 

there is the politico-strategic factor which is playing no 

21ean part in deforming the structure of turnover. 
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It would certainly be wrong to underestimate these obstacles, 

which still exist and will continue, until such time as they 

are completely eliminated, to interfere with the development 

of economic relations. It should be emphasizGd, however, that 

all of the l:}arriers mentioned here have been tending in rec-

ent years to dec-line· in force and impact. The long-term. tr,·nd 

in contemporary protectionism in the capitalist countries is 

• clearly towa?]ds a 6bi0ting of the emphasis from the defensive, 

ie. the safeguarding of the domestic market, to the offensive, 

ie.eX!Jansion on external markets. Both the mounting process of 

internationalization of :production and the discovery that a 

policy of trade restrictions cu~s both ways are working 

towards this. Given the growing role Qf foreign trade in the 

contem!lorary world as one of the more powerful boosts to 

economic growth, it is likely that the weakening of tarriff 

protectionism in trade in manufa;ztures, distinctly evident in 

recent years, will be&bme more uronounced. Although it may 

seem decidedly rash to refer to this tendency just when the 

· drastic measures taken in· the United States last August in 

. ,the fiel4 of tarriff or semi-tarriff uolicy have made it 

painfully clear that old-fashioned eX!Jedients fG!l' protect-< 

ing the domestic market are sjj;ill in vogue and can be 
' . 

/exploited on a wide scale in the mech<,nism of international 

compW.tion.- I belive that the objective trends in international 

trade, among them the movement towards liberalization,will 
. ' -

steadily make headway desuite the nuuierous setbacks and 
' . 

twists that lie ahead. East-West trade is an integral part 

of world trade. It is scarcely probable that the process of. 
,. 
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tarriff.liberalization should be curbed in the future in 

this -particular sector. 

Of course, a great deal depends on developments in a,y.other 

of the afore-mentioned snheres where there are notential 
- . I -

dru1gers to international econumic coo~eration ~ in the sphere 

of. politics. Recent years, which have broughtconsiderable 

relaxation in Europe, have seen, as was indicated earlier, an 

appreciable stimulation of trade exchange. Hopes of a further 

easing of the Operation of political barriers may, ther~fore 

be'tied with the advancing process of normalization of political 

relations in Europe. 

Another obstacle to the expansion of ec.onomic ties 

betwe-en East and 'ilcst is being removed by the reduction of the 

differences in the economic maturity of the countries of the 

two European subregions. This is also an objective process 

of the gap between industriali.ced nations at different stages 

of technological advanceq1ent being closed more swiftly tha.n in 

.. any preceding historical :period. It has sprung both from socio

political change ana from the worldwide acceleration of the 

diffusion of technical progress in the present phase of the 

-.. , 

scientificand technological revolution~ 

I would n~t want what has been said to leave the impressio.n 

that I make light of all the indicated buriers standing in 

the way of the develDpment of East-west trade and cooperation, 

These are still very serious. All I maintain is that endeavours 

to overcome them fit in with an objective tendencywhich is 

diminishing theirn role and influence in international 

I 
I 
I 
I 

r 
1-
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economic relations. However, while a number of traditional 

barriers, are giving way, increasing significance is being 

assumed by one which has, in , a sense, gr<Om out of the develop

ment of East-West economic relations to ·date and which I would 

therefore call, in contra-dist5_nction to the traditional 

barriers, the barrier of tradition. 

What I mean by this term is the established system of com

mercial habits and ~reduction tie-ups and the whole i institu

tional infrastructure which induce manufacturers to look for 

partners within, rather than outside, a given economic sub

region. The point is that, other 'things being equal, the 

selection of a sunulier is ure-determined by the nature of 
r .. • : • 

previous dealings, the technical simplification of contacts, 

, good market intelligence, confidence in a tried and t,ested 

contractor and the incentive provided by a reasonable certainty 

or hope of profitable reciprocity in future transactions. These 
' ' 

are natural motives and in most cases free of political over-

tones or n0n-economic considerations. But they operate with 

particular force in_the sphere of trade in manufactures, 

especially machinery and other capital goods, where the ground 

rules in. external relations are laid down by a buyer's, not a 
/ ' 

seller s market. These motives are augmented by the tide of 

mergers sweeping Vlest European industry both nationally and 

regionally, the ramification of capital involvement, the rise 

of conglomerates, etc. In Eastern Eurone the barrier of tra-

. dition is chiefly to· be .fotind in the still limited export 

orientation of manufacturing enter~rises, ie. 

the units of the national economy on whose o,_,eration the 

development of external econo;nic ties dependMn the last resort. 
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Des'pi te the fundamental alterations that !larticular countries 

have made in the ~here of trading !JOlicy, plants are lllnly 

j'ust beginning to change their role in this field .• The 

mechanism of direct management of ~reduction, which took 

sha!'>e in conditi:oJ?-s of weak con-tacts with outside markets, 

especially in the West, is not yet sufficiently tuned to the 

"!'erformance of the -rapidly growing tasks involved in expansion 

of the external market. 'I'his is natural enough if we remember 

that the basic re-structuring of the economies of the East 

European countries was put into operation at a time when 
I 

economic priorities tended to emphasize import-substi.tution 

rather than export promotion •. It does not, therefore, apuear 

to be the state mononol;): of foreign trade whii!li is the spe

cific form taken by the barrier of tradition in their case, 

as nllillerous western authors fre<luently and, I believe, quite 

wrongly maintain, but the inadequate mobility and flexibili.ty 

of the ,nanufacturing enterprises which are a part of this 

monoroly. In this contex~ the problem of developing new fonrrs 

of economic ties, and industrial cooperation in particular, 

_takes on a new significance. 

Before discussing the question of its exoansion, 

something needs-to be said on the subject of classification. 

The diversity of the forms which have sprung up in this area 

in recent years has made it essential to clear the ground at 

.least intellectually, quite anart from the increasing 

controversy aroused by the word "coo:?el.'ati.on" itself in the 
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light of· the legal regulations governing international trade. 

For the nurooses of this analysis I J:lropose to distinguish 

three basic tY!)es' of :>artnershi!J: 

-1. Sim!'le cooperation, based on a sub-contracting system 

.of manufa_cturing coillnonents for a finished nroduct . . 

under long-term-agreements between industrial 

organizations; 

2. · Co;a11lex coo!leration, involving the launching of joint 

ventures for the pu~ose of turning out a final product 

which is the work of the collaborating units; 

3· Organic cooneration, consisting in the organization of 

manufacturing enterprises.run on the mixed capital of 

the two· collaborating parties. 

All three cases, apart from the production asnects, 

entail ele,nents of joint organization of nrocurement and 
. -

marketing and coo11eration in the exchange of technology. 

The feature. of the first two forms is collaboration 

between parties each operating inde!Jendently and on the basis 

of its own separate accounting •. Silll!>le cooperation differs 
' -

from the traditional trade in semi-finished products ·only in 

' containing mutual obligations relating to the im;>lementation 

of the technological !lrocess and T'rovision.of the means 

essential to the fulfilment of the contract. This difference · 
' 

u~ay, on the face of it, seeJJJ. small, but it possesses a funda

mental signifl.cance from the 11oint of view of the economic 

effectiveness of the international division of labour and· the 

;>respects of its develon,nent. 
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The. first of the forms enu11erated is often a !'relL1inary 

to dee~er-reacihing ties and o:9ens ·the door to coaplex coo:rera

tion. Considerable ho~es should be attached to both tyoes in 

view of both their s~ecific features and the role they are 

already T>laying in the develo!lment of internationa.i co-nro

duction. As has already been said, the !lrosnects of !lroductive 

coo,-,eration are governed by its function in relation to the 

!'resent situation in trade and economic collaboration between 

East and V/ est. As regards the weaknesses and barriers in the 

develoT>ment of international coJllillerce referred to earlier, 

industrial .coonera'tion is, theoretically .. sT'eaking, a medilliil 
• 

ideally suited to . ' overcoilling them. 

In the first nlace, the fact that it is a for,r1 of collabo..,. 

ration based on long-term !lroduction tie-ups is of fundamental 

.Luportance in dealing with excessive short-term fluctuations 

·in turnover. Secondly, since it involves trade in .nanufactures 

it can hel!l to im;>rove the antequated structure of Nest Euronean 

i.n:'orts frojJ Eastern Euroi'e. 'l'hirdly, since it enbraces an ex

change of co.nJJodities, services and o~erations in the i!l.Ost 

dynamically expanding sector, it can be instrumental in raising 

the /in absolute terms/ low level of total turnover and thus 

bringing the '!lrocesses underway in the s!lhere of international 

exchange more closely into line with the actual pattern of the 

international division of labour. 

What chances do these ex;>ectations stand of fulfil.nent ? 

A lot denends on the degree to which the e.;wrgent (uodel of 

industrial coo!leration confor.as with the ,not ivat ions, and 

harill.oniz.es the interests, of the "nartners wholll it is intended 
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to serve. It see.as relatively easy to ,,1an out the area of c'oint 

aclvantage if the nroble:u is viewed globally and on the lliacro

scale. both sides have an interest in overcou1ing all. the 

short-co •. ,ings I have 1 isted in the current state of interna

tional trade. hobody can reasonably nretend that large swings 

in turnover, its low level and structural deforulations are 

good for either of them. However, the econo.ctic tuotives for 

trying to nromote livelier relations are not always identical. 

I <vn not, of course, thi.11king of the general JlOtives which 

mutual interest in international exchange by reference to the 

still current hicardian theory of comnara.tive costs. What I have 

nrincinally in ,nind are· the motivations s,...ecii'ic to 'the nreoer.t 

stage of develonment of trade relations. Iri the case of the 

.East Euronean countries they stand out fairly consYJicuously 

in the structure of their iutports which, as.we have seen, is 

dominated by manufactures, chiefly ca~ital goods. If, therefore, 

the nrimary /though not, of course, the sole/ concern of this 

·group of countries is to enrich their domestic market with ·I 
CO!ll.JllOdities which are crucial to the TII'OCess Of intensifying 

. 'social t:.roduction, raising its technological level and assuring 

a qualitatively higher standard of conswimtion, the nressure 

of this tyne of ;Jotivation is much smaller in the west Euronean. 

countries. In their case, however, other economic TJriorities 

come to the fore which are connected with the development 

nroblems they are now beginning to encounter. Among the basic 

ones we should include the !.'>roblem of realization, and 

~f .. ;t} 
f:~;·., . 

l, . I 

tl' \ 
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especially the question of the size of markets as a nre

requisite of attaining an ever growing scale of Droduction. 

It. is for these reasons above all that the East Euronean . 
market is becoilling increasingly attractive to the West. 

There is no denying that the imnort cp.nacity of the ·aocialist 

countries is a function of the deilland on western markets for 

coi!Uilodities originating froill Eastern Eurone. Frolll the point 

of view of the interests of the West European countries, 

s-Peeding un the growth of imnorts, especially by means of 

st.ructural changes, can pav~ the way, therefore, to onening 

up of new outlet ,narkets and the overcoming of bottlenecks in 
' . 
· reaching a desired scale of '?roduction.x 

-----------------------------------------
X '" , I d "The reason for mentioning it is also to the vvest s 'a vantage 

to re-structure its illlnorts i.s the obvious faet that, given 

the steadily decreasing income elasticity of raw material and 

food imports, failure to re,lace them with manufactures may 

. bring trade relations al~together to a standstill. This is. an 

iJuT)OrtMt, though Senarate, asnect of th~ general danger that 

might be created interests all-round by drastic. cuts in food 

imnorts from Eastern Europe.·rt has to be face~ that these 

will continue to .fall, in absolute as well as relative termso 

However, ashake-~ in-the structure of foreign trade can only 

be effected by means of equally abruot reductions in overall 

turnover, which could have irreversible repercussions for the 

long-range development of. East-West commercial relations. 

/ 
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This is a fairly obvious interde-pendence, but valid on 

the macro-, not the ~icro-scale, The contradiction which 

is looming in this field between the micro- and the macro

approach is directly connected with the motivations for 

developing industrial coo~eration and is, I believe, 

a fundamental problem for its future expansion. 

The 1'0 int is that an enternrise which incree.ses its volwne 

·of. orders under a simol~ coo-peration scheme. do(;s no~' thereby 

automatically erente additional do~and for its final 

product on the part of the sub-contractOl'. Vie_ know, for 

instRnce, th?.t a plnnt sunplying coa1poncnts for type of 

machine. tool is not capable of inereesing its dc:nrmd for 

these nnrticulnr :nachine-tools proportionally to its 

deliveries. In other words, in contrnst to the situation 

ch'1rRcterizing turnover on the scale of the whole mt.J.rkct, 

R growth in the sub-contrncting La,orts uf u given .enter-

prise is not t~nteAount to ~ growth in its exnort CUD3City, 

since it does not nroduce :: direct exp~sion :or the intport 

'cnpnbility of its nr.rtnors. Sub-contracting orders boost, 
I , 

without a doubt, the capacity of the marKet in which they 

are -.,laced, but this growth in demand ulay equally well be 

directed to completely different goods filanufactured by 

co.upletely different firms. Thus the induce.llent to expand 

s~ple cooneration arrangements is confined at the enter

pris-e level solely to the traditional incentive connected 

with the immediate profitability of a deal, ie. to the 
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selection of the nartner who asks a lower nrice for goods 

or services than the competitors. In _fact, this is an 

incentive which has become far less.attractive in contem

porary trade than ones which hold out the nro~ise of 

eXoanding and increasing the scale of operation~. 'L·his is a 

point that needs- to be kept firllly in ,;tind in modelling. the 

system of industrial cooDeration .• 

I have devoted so ,nuch at tent ion to this matter · 

because I feel that the success of simple cooperation is 

of basic iJlnortance to the whole syste,n of industrial 

·cooperation. It is the for.il which setting up an or!:',aniza

tional fram.ework is relatively straightforward while the 

.. li,aiting fac'tors arisinfl, out of institutional and currency 

barriers o:;>erate on a narrower scale than elesewhere. 

Furthermore the contradiction I JJ.entioned is not one that 

cannot be resolved. Its effect at present is that coope

ration sche1aes are c!lost easily concluded between multi-

plant organizations in the socialist countries and big 

· .. western corporationes of :the conglowerate type, partly because 

,it is simpler to meet_ the requirement of .rmtual \lro,aotion of 

turnover where the range of "Oroducts offered in excange for 

cooperation deliveries is much wider and more diversified. 

The contradictions referred to also.mark out the limits 

of the inde1)endence and autonomy of the state .enterprises 

enterlng into coo:oeration arrangernents. v1hile it seems 

beyond dispute that in the orgRnization of ,roductive coope-

ration and responsibility for the contr<Jcted Undertakings 

the most appronriate model is direct colll!Uunication and close 
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, I 

technical and organizational linkages at the enterprise 

level, I think that the regulation of turnoverand the 

handling of the warketing side should be the province 

of S?ecialized trading agencies of a national co1upass, 

To leave the entei'T)rises with autonoilly in this field 

would sililply mean saddling the1u with obligations beyond 

thelil and ih effect restricting, not incr~asing, their 

· economic freedom of action, A large step forward in 

removing the contradictions of. sii:1ple cooperation is its · 

conversiO'n into collmlex cooperation. 

The problem of induceillent inherent in the possibilities 

of expanding the market is in this case easier tQ solve, 

even though 111any elements of the contradictions in 

question still 11ersist. However, since the result of 

this form of cooperation is a jointly manufactured final 

nroduct /often given a twin or common trademark/, both 

parties are interested in promoting sales in the 

countries of Eastern and Nestern Europe alike. • 

The highest form; as ·it were, of industrial cooperation 

is the orbanic type involving the employment of mixed 

. capitalx. In view of this, the partners do not, in contrast· 
------____ .... ____ ------------------------
xit should not be confused with the. specific form ·of inter
national cooperation in the investment field in which indu
strial nrojects are undertaken on tbe basis of ~urchase of 
a foreign licence ahd the provision of credits or technical 
assistance. This. type of economic cooperation is outside 
the scope of this paner since it forms a separate subject 
which does not belong among the forms of industrial coope
ration enumerated here. 
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to the two preceding forms,·operate on their own account 

in the separate areas allotted to them, but c-?mduct joint 

calculations and share the profits in acco;rdance with 

agreed criteria. 

This is ·a form which has not yet developed on any 

particularly great scalei the reason for this lying 

I W'Juld sa.y, in a variety of difficulties of an objective 

.natureo Among the most important we should iHcludep .first, 

the question of finding the right tnethod of- calculating 

costs 1 pro:fi ts and prices a.-'ld 1 second 1 the problem &f 

working out a 'serviceable formula .for management and 

.organization which can knit the operation. of miXed capital 

en-t;crprises in-to a system of direction c~ the entire 

natienal economy. 

These are awkward problems. The difficulties over 

calculation and accounting have produced a tendency for 

mixed capital to be invested so far mainly in areas where 

. p'q;th inputs and outputs can be easily computed in co~pa

rable units /for' instance, the hotel business orientated 

to the tourist trade, where the capital outlay in foreign 

exchange can be related .to the reYenue earned in the same 

medium from foreign tourists and the problem of calculating 

costa is.simplified to the maximum by the absence of such 

elements of current expenditure as revr mater.ta.:Ls, semi._ 

-products, etc./. It is also flasier to find an appropriate 

management formula· since .the ties between the branch 
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involved and other se~tions :;f the national econ·omy are ver,y 

limited and its final output~ in this case, a service -

is not passed into further circulation ~1d does no~ affect 

producti~n in Qther sectors. · 

From this point of view another sphere where unifor

mity of pr8duot facillitates ecJnomic calculation is mining 

industry. It can also be seen that acccunting considera

tions place no barriers in the way of combining capital as 

the basis for a joint venture when the in'7estment is to be 

made in a !le stern market. In this case the. ccntri but ion 

of both partners /in both gocds and co.pi tal/ can be direcct:FJ;:v 

rel.;:ted to the effects of economic activity which is 

expressed in the same u.ti:its of mea9.!:rom-en·t. 

The situation is i..ncomp£\rably more complicated uhen 
,, 

the area of mixed capital investment is m@ufacturing indu-

stry in an Eas·t European ~ou.ntry. The basic differences in 

price relations0 hlthe markets of .countries .with differing 

economic systems create very formidable obstacles to the 

twin calculation of.production costs 1 ie, in a convertible 

·currency and in the national currency. WhilGl it is much 

less complicated to estimate the purchasing power of the 

national currency in terms of a convertible currency for 

individual commedity.grcups /for inst~1ce 1 by approximation 

of the t()urist eXi:'nge rate/, specification of a uniform 
. ~ . 

exchange rate migl:).t extremeley mis-beading when calculation 

i~olves virtually every conceivable combination of input 

structure. There are unfr:rtunately no immediate prospects 

of ironing out this contradictiono Although we can 8bserve 
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an i~creasingly distinct tendency towaxds cleser 'alignment 

,, 
--'""'"" 

·of the price relations ·en East and West JDuropean markets 

/which is also an indispensiblc condition of convertib.Uit~'/th~s 
/ 

cannot by ito n~:tJUre be an abrJ.pt pr11cess nor ·~'decreed11 

by means of a sing~e deaisicn forming part of even the most 

perfoq,t price reform. 

It is, howeverr a hopeful sign' that despite these difficul

ties numerous attempts are be2ng made to overcome the 

existing contradi~ttons and work out the mout appropriate 
! 

fl!!rmulo.s for the Gpera-tion of mixed enterprises. 

·The success of these efforts wiJ.l depend on the scale 

·of the experience, both negailive and p~sitiver that.will 

come eut of practice. It is satisfying to be able to 

emphc.size tha.t the elimate for them is becomil1g increasingly 

favourable Md that the field.a of pessible application are 

growing wider~ 

'. 
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